#SMDM17: Welcome & Short Courses—Sunday, October 22, 2017

Conference speakers and attendees arrived to sunny skies in Pittsburgh, PA, for the 39th Annual Society for Medical Decision-Making’s 2017 North American Meeting.

Speakers and attendees tweeted about their excitement for the conference as they traveled to Pittsburgh.
Jorge Villegas  
@jvillegasUT

Truth be told, I hate to travel but how can you say no to learning about medical decision making? Looking forward to it! #smdm17

6 MONTHS AGO

Angie Fagerlin  
@angiefagerlin

Excited for the beginning of #SMDM17 —for the great science, collaborations and fun that will be had!

6 MONTHS AGO

#SMDM17 Happy group @acehotel pic.twitter.com/WOny3s78vh

KEN SMITH @KENJSMITH_98 · 6 MONTHS AGO

Aaron Scherer  
@amscherer

After missing last year, I’m super excited to be heading to #smdm17! Have 2 talks: 1 on health insurance literacy, 1 on #conspiracytheories

6 MONTHS AGO
When you've moved on from postdoc life even the hotel room views are better. #SMDM17
pic.twitter.com/tlXPvms6Tw

@KT Martinez · 6 months ago
Already suffering information overload. So much to learn. So many people to meet. Also Pittsburgh seems like a great place #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/slmMQKZh2W

@JorgeVillegas · 6 MONTHS AGO
😂 in #Pittsburgh right before rainy days. Perfect to get Vitamin D before an exciting medical decision making conference #smdm17!
@socmdmpic.twitter.com/cMr531TUwthttps://t.co/cMr531TUwtpic.twitter.com/cMr531TUwt

ANITAHO @ANITAHOETHICS · 6 MONTHS AGO
VA HSR&D investigators at #SMDM17 learning from healthtalk.org to bring #veteran voices to healthcare @SeaDenCOIN pic.twitter.com/umTNlwBxA6

HEATHER GILMARTIN · @HGRNEPI · 6 MONTHS AGO

Morning short courses started bright and early at 9:00 AM Sunday morning.

Outcomes@Lineberger
@corp_UNC

Phenomenal program for 39th Annual Meeting of Society for Medical Decision Making @socdm ow.ly/vyt63oLEdn Follow #SMDM17 thru 10/25

6 MONTHS AGO

Cara McDermott
@caralmcdermott

Looking forward to implementation science short course to kick off another awesome @socdm annual mtg! #smdm17

6 MONTHS AGO
Mary Politi
@mcpoliti

mentioned at our short course @smdm17: MDs may manage uncertainty better than webMD. working 2gether might be best huffingtonpost.com/entry/doctors-...

6 MONTHS AGO

Jonathan Routh
@JonRouthPediUro

Fantastic course on discrete choice and conjoint analysis! #smdm17 #Pittsburgh

6 MONTHS AGO

John F P Bridges
@jfpbridges

Teaching about stated-preference methods @socdm #SMDM17 sponsored by @PCORI

6 MONTHS AGO

Beate Jahn listens to a student’s insight during a short course on discrete event modeling #smdm17. pic.twitter.com/7BMRkTMGdN

SCOTT LAJOIE @ASLAJOIE : 6 MONTHS AGO

At the Trainee Luncheon, trainees networked with mentors “speed-dating” style.
Evening activities kicked off with the First Time Attendee & New Member reception. This was followed by the Welcome Reception and Poster Session 1 of the conference.

@socmdm Looking forward to catching up with old (and new) friends. The having a dinner for those interested in states-preferences #SMDM17
Great poster Judith Myers! #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/PmZktWMpv1
@GVAISSON - 6 MONTHS AGO

Poster session starting now... Breast reconstruction decisions after mastectomy #smdm17 breastcancer patientengagement pic.twitter.com/oI3MjbNWOQ
@MCPOLITI - 6 MONTHS AGO
The day concluded with an annual favourite, the "Women in SMDM" event moderated by Dr. Angela Fagerlin with speaker Dr. Denise Rousseau. They spoke on "Advancing Careers, Impact and Happiness."
Thrilled to @denise_rousseau talk about evidence based organizational practices at #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/Z3FAOhvYfz

@ANGIEAGERLIN · 6 MONTHS AGO

Stacey Springs
@SpringsStacey

Grateful for the annual Women in SMDM event - a room full of empowered scientists who happen to be women... #SMDM17

6 MONTHS AGO
Vibrant discussion on which management decision you are particularly proud of with @denise_rousseau. #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/eU1q10gnSp

SIBYLLE PUNTSCHER @S_PUNTSCHER - 6 MONTHS AGO
Excited to be for the first time at "Women in SMDM" event #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/HbuqE1hLy5

GRATIANNE VAISSON @GVAISSON • 6 MONTHS AGO

Holly Witteman
@hwitteman

#smdm17 @denise_rousseau "Most ppl like their facts wrapped up in a human being." Decisions are social. Get others in the org on your side.

6 MONTHS AGO

Holly Witteman
@hwitteman

Prof Rousseau: Managers and other organizational decision makers often don't improve over time without systematic effort. #smdm17

6 MONTHS AGO

Holly Witteman
@hwitteman

#smdm17 @denise_rousseau: 2 keys to improve organizational decisions: 1) Consider >1 alternative 2) Pay attention to multiple stakeholders

6 MONTHS AGO
Dennis Kendel
@DennisKendel

@h witteman @denise_rousseau Agree. Never underestimate the power of human relationships - priceless. #smdm17

6 MONTHS AGO